Call for applications: opening of an associate/assistant professor position in Sustainability
Management at ESCP Business School, Paris Campus

We are looking for a candidate with a genuine interest and track record in Sustainability
Management who will actively contribute to teaching and research in this area. Teaching should
address different audiences, from undergraduate to executives. We prefer candidates who have
already published in international journals, whose research combines rigor with relevance, and
who have a good fit with the requirements of a modern Business School, with a strong ambition
in the sustainability field.
Requirements
All candidates should publish in top-quality academic journals. Teaching is expected in
undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate programs as well as in executive education. Previous
experience in blended or e-learning may be a plus. Candidates should demonstrate skills in
developing relationships with companies, NGOs, professional organizations, media and social
networks so to contribute to expand and strengthen the reputation of ESCP Europe and its
programs. Depending on the eligibility and qualification of the candidate, we would consider
either an associate or an assistant professor position. Even if an outstanding doctoral dissertation
is required for the application, we will also consider candidates who are in the final stage of
their doctoral thesis.
Applications should include: 1) a cover letter, 2) your curriculum vitae with the list of
publications, 3) your “sustainability statement as a scholar” sharing your vision and your
personal way of embodying the role of professor in sustainability management (it can be a text,
or a short video/podcast, 4) teaching evaluations from the past two years (if applicable), 5) two
references (providing their contact details will be enough).
You can submit your application until January 31st 2021, as one PDF file (+ eventually the
video or podcast).
About ESCP Business School
Established in 1819, ESCP Business School, the world’s first business school, was founded by a group
of economic scholars and businessmen including the well-known economist Jean-Baptiste Say. ESCP
BS is among the first business schools in Europe to have earned the three prestigious labels of excellence
from the world’s leading accrediting bodies: EQUIS (1998), AMBA (1998) and AACSB (2003). ESCP
BS offers various programs ranging from Bachelor to PhD, across 6 European campuses (Paris, Berlin,
London, Madrid, Turin, Warsaw). It has more than 5000 students (Degree programs), 5000 Participants
in Executive Education, a network of 55 000 alumni, and a faculty of 130 permanent professors.
Regularly occupying top spots in both national and international rankings, ESCP BS counts among the
most prestigious and leading business schools in Europe. For more information: www.escp.eu

For further information and application, please contact: Inge-Sophie Charloux, Mailto:
icharloux@escp.eu

